Language communities differ in their stock of reference frames (coordinate systems for specifying locations and directions). English typically uses egocentrically-defined axes (e.g., ''left-right''), especially when describing small-scale relationships. Other languages such as Tseltal Mayan prefer to use geocentrically-defined axes (e.g., ''north-south'') and do not use any type of projective body-defined axes. It has been argued that the availability of specific frames of reference in language determines the availability or salience of the corresponding spatial concepts. In four experiments, we explored this hypothesis by testing Tseltal speakers' spatial reasoning skills. Whereas most prior tasks in this domain were open-ended (allowing several correct solutions), the present tasks required a unique solution that favored adopting a frame-of-reference that was either congruent or incongruent with what is habitually lexicalized in the participants' language. In these tasks, Tseltal speakers easily solved the language-incongruent problems, and performance was generally more robust for these than for the language-congruent problems that favored geocentrically-defined coordinates. We suggest that listeners' probabilistic inferences when instruction is open to more than one interpretation account for why there are greater cross-linguistic differences in the solutions to open-ended spatial problems than to less ambiguous ones.
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Introduction
Do speakers of different languages come to perceive and conceptualize the world differently? During the last half of the past century, this linguistic relativity hypothesis was widely considered untenable (e.g., Heider & Oliver, 1972; Pinker, 1994) but recently has returned to the forefront of debates in cognitive science. Many commentators now endorse stronger or weaker versions of the position that language design features influence non-linguistic thought (see the essays in Gumperz and Levinson (1996) , Bowerman and Levinson (2001), Gentner and GoldinMeadow (2003) , also Whorf (1956) for the original formulation of the hypothesis that habitual language use organizes and channels non-linguistic thought, and Gleitman and Papafragou (2005), for a review of the recent literature). Studies of lexical and grammatical effects on thought have been reported in a variety of domains including object individuation, number, theory of mind, and space (e.g., de Villiers & de Villiers, 2003; Feist & Gentner, 2007; Gordon, 2004; Lucy, 1992) .
One of the best-known candidates for linguistic relativity is the domain of spatial location and orientation, which has been the focus of extensive and influential experimental investigations (Brown & Levinson, 1992 , 1993a , 1993b Levinson, 1996 Levinson, , 2003 Levinson, Kita, Haun, & Rasch, 2002; Li & Gleitman, 2002; Majid, Bowerman, Kita, Haun, & Levinson, 2004; Pederson et al., 1998) . These studies start with the observation that there is considerable crosslinguistic variation in choices among spatial frames of
